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Unit 10  Unit 10 I must have one of those! Workbook

1 Language: verb patterns after wish and hope

See pages 46–49

We use hope to talk about something we             • I hope I get an iPod for my birthday.
want to happen in the future.

We use hope + (that) + present simple or            • I hope (that) I go / will go to university.
future simple.

We can also use hope + infinitive (to). It is        • I hope to travel round the world.
more formal than hope + present                       • I hope to make a lot of money.
simple/future simple.

A How do these people want their present situations to change and be different in the future? 
Write sentences using I hope. 

1  My dream is to become very rich. ………………………….………….
2  I don't want it to be cold today.   ………………………….………….
3  Anna really wants her own flat one day.              ………………………….………….
4  My dream is to own a yacht one day.                  ………………………….………….
5  We really want her to succeed. ………………………….………….       

We can use wish to express regret about a situation, especially when we do not expect things to change.

After wish, we use the past tense to describe      • We haven't got cable TV. I wish we had
a present situation that we would prefer.                  cable TV.
This situation is impossible or unlikely. • I live in the city. I wish I didn't live in the city.

B Write sentences with I wish + past simple.        Example: I haven't got my own bedroom.
• I wish I had my own bedroom.

1  I have to share with my brother. ………………………….………….
2  We live in such a selfish society. ………………………….………….
3  My father can't afford a new car. ………………………….………….
4  My girlfriend is so extravagant. ………………………….………….
5  He complains so much. He has to work so hard.  ………………………….………….

We can also use would after wish to say that     • It hasn't rained for months. I wish it would rain.
we want something to happen, or we want         • They watch TV all the time. I wish they
somebody to do something. wouldn't watch TV all the time.                            

We do not say I wish I would ….                          Instead we say I wish I could …
• I wish I would stop smoking. ( �) • I wish I could stop smoking.  ( � ) 

We do not use wish + would with verbs such       • I wish my parents had more money. ( � )
as to have, to know, to want. • I wish I knew more about computers. ( � )

C Write sentences with wish + would or could
based on these sentences.
1  I think rich countries should do more to

help poor countries.    …………………………………
2  I think the government needs to put more

money into education. …………………………………
3  My parents don’t give me enough money.

…………………………………
4  I’d like to find a better job.

…………………………………

D Put a tick (�) if these sentences are
correct. If they are wrong, correct them. 
1  I wish my husband wasn’t so extravagant. 

…………………………………
2  I wish I would know more wealthy people.  

…………………………………
3  I wish he didn’t have to work so hard.

………………………………… 
4  I wish Jenny would have more time to relax.

………………………………… 
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